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European Trial Championship

at Grossheubach (Germany) - Day 2

Spanish Miquel Gelabert (Sherco, photo1)
clinched the last title still to be assigned
in Grossheubach, Germany, for the final
round of the 2016 FIM Europe champion-
ship. Gelabert broke a tradition of 9 years
in which no Spanish rider had been crow-
ned with an European trophy in the top
class: the last was Daniel Gilbert riding
Montesa in 2007. 
Gelabert closed the 2016 season with a
convincing victory in front of Francesc
Moret (Vertigo) exactly as it happened one
week ago in the previous round. Also the
third place was the photocopy of the
round before occupied by British Iwan Ro-
berts (Beta). Only fourth position for Dan
Peace (Gas Gas): after winning twice in
France, the British rider was a strong con-
tender for the title, but the Brit started
without a big motivation, maybe because
he was aware that the gap from the lea-
der was too big to recover. 
On the other side Gelabert gained soon a
little advantage in the first lap, which
gave him such confidence to ride the se-
cond lap with no mistakes at all. Roberts,
who at half competition was the best be-
hind him, yielded the runner-up position
to Moret in the final part, which cost him
the final second place in the champion-
ship, because Peace had the same points
as him, but with two wins instead of one. 
In the Junior class it was a show of the
new champion Jack Peace (Gas Gas,
photo2), crowned also in the Youth class.
Peace gained his sixth win confirming to
be the best in these 125cc categories. Ita-
lian Luca Corvi (Scorpa) confirmed his se-
cond place both in this round and in the
final standings. Frenchman Arthur Rovery
(Sherco) climbed on the third step of the
podium but Sergio Piardi (Beta) - who did not race - had a sufficient advantage on Rovery to main-
tain the third position in the series.
In the Over 40 class German Mark Kipp (Beta), who had become already mathematically champion
last weekend, finished second behind Slovakian Vladimir Kothay (Beta, photo3). Third position for
German Mathias Becker (Gas Gas).



In a very populated International 2 class, the suc-
cess went to German Ulrich Daulm (Scorpa), while
in the most difficult International 1, German Mar-
vin Binder (Beta) put all behind.
The event finished with the prize giving of all the
classes concurring for the 2016 titles, at the pre-
sence of the chairman of the FIM Europe Trial
Commission chairman Mr Anders Minken, who in
his final speech underlined how these series are
continuing to have an increasing number of riders
who are very pleased to take part to the Continen-
tal championships. 
Photos: @Phototrial.it

The actual issue of FIM Europe MAG is online and can be downloaded here.
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About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attri-
butions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, envi-
ronment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling
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